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A desert is a place where it hardly ever rains it is a very dry harsh
place to live or even survive

°c. These deserts are very cold and on the odd occasion they will have rainfall. Maybe only once in 10
years. You will find cold deserts in Antarctica and the
south pole they have short soggy 25°C summers and
cold long winters with lots of snow in winter the temperature is about
-2 to -4°C and in the summer it gets to about 21 to
26°C
The rain in a tundra deserts rainfall per year has
reached a maximum of about 46cm and a minimum
of about 9cm. it rains the most in the middle of July
and may the soil is heavy fertile and salty
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Deserts are located where vegetation
is very scarce and almost nonexistent.
Deserts take up 25% of the earths land
surface. Deserts animals usually consist of nocturnal animals because of
the heat during the day. The minimum
temperature of the desert during the
day is usually 45°C and the maximum
temperature can reach up to 70-77°C .
many desert are formed by rain shadows and mountains blocking the path
of rain to get to the desert

After rain desert flowers bloom beautifully and colourfully.
The flash flood only lasts for about 5
minutes. Desert plants and animals have
to make use of the water before it goes
away because desert rain never lasts for
a long time, it
Only lasts for about 3 weeks.
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1 & 2= Sonoran and Mojave Desert
3 = Great Victorian Desert
4 = Sahara Desert
5= Gobi Desert
6 = Kalahari Desert
7 = Arabian Desert
8 = Great Sandy Desert
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Did you know that deserts
can reach a temperature of
about 77 degrees celcious

WOW!!! Did you also
know that deserts get
rain only once a year
and maybe even once in
10 years

Cold deserts are
called Taundra deserts and there it
snows.
The only water in
the whole desert
is in the oasis.
Only if it hasent
rained.

The Kalahari is not really
a desert but rather the
worlds biggest sand basin

The Sahara desert
is the largest hot
desert in the
world!!!
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This rock formation is a Hoodoo and is
formed by rain. A hoodoo (also called a
tent rock, fairy chimney, and earth pyramid) is a tall, thin spire of rock that sticks
out from the bottom of a dry land. Hoodoos
consist of soft rock topped by harder, less
easily worn stone that protects each column
from the wind.

This formation is a Loess and is
formed by the collections of wind-blown
mud and small amounts of sand and
clay that are loosely cemented. It is
usualy formed by wind and rain

This is a Mesa they are formed by weathering and erosion of layered rocks,. This process is called differential erosion. The most
resistant rock types include sandstone,
quartzite basalt, chert, limestone and lava
flowers Lava flows, and often forms the flat
top, , of a mesa. The less resistant rock layers are mainly made up of a softer rock that
weathers and erodes more easily

A butte (pronounced butt ) is a clear isolated hill
with steep, sides and a small, flat top; it is
smaller than mesas ; Because of their shapes,
buttes are landmarks in both plains and mountainous areas.
A buttes top is narrower than its height
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Sand dunes are formed by wind blowing in certain directions. That’s why
sand dunes always point in the same
direction. Dunes occur in different
forms and sizes, formed by the wind.
Most kinds of dunes are longer on the
width side where the sand is pushed
up the dune and have a shorter slip
face. The valley or trough between
dunes is called a slack A "dune field" is
an area covered by extensive sand
dunes

Did you know that when a sand
dune is formed there are about
50 others that are formed at exactly the same way. But funny
enough each sand dune is
unique and every sand dune
has a different name for how it
is formed.
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Please note this is for a Tundra
desert ( Gobi )

Explanation
January: rainfall is 20mm and temperature is 10°c
February: rainfall is 30mm and temperature is 11°c
March: rainfall is 20mm and the temperature is 16°c
April: rainfall is10mm and the temperature is 28°c
May: rainfall is 10mm and the temperature is 29°c
June: rainfall is 0mm and temperature is 32°c
July: rainfall is20mm and the temperature is 32°c
August: rainfall is 30mm and the temperature is 30°c
September: rainfall is 20mm and the temperature is 26°c
October: rainfall is 10mm and the temperature is 26°c
November: rainfall is 10mm and the temperature is12°c
December: rainfall is 30mm and the temperature is 8°c
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Explanation
January: rainfall is 0mm and temperature is 30°c
February: rainfall is 0mm and temperature is 30°c
March: rainfall is 1mm and temperature is 20°c
April: rainfall is 3mm and temperature is 16°c
May: rainfall is 10mm and temperature is 12°c
June: rainfall is 10mm and the temperature is 5 °c
July: rainfall is 4mm and the temperature is 7 °c
August: rainfall is 5mm and the temperature is 9°c
September: rainfall is 1mm and temperature is 12 °c
October: rainfall is 1mm and the temperature is 14 degrees
November: rainfall is 0mm and temperature is 30 °c
December: rainfall is 0mma nd temperature is 30 degrees
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The Kalahari Desert is a large sandy area in Southern Africa covering much of
Botswana and parts of Namibia and South Africa , as semi-desert, . The Kalahari
supports some animals and plants because most of it is not a true desert The Bushmen have lived in the Kalahari for 2000 years as hunter gatherers .They hunt wild
game with bows and arrows and gather edible plants, such as berries, melons and
nuts, as well as insects. Bushmen rarely drink water; they get most of their water
from plant roots and desert melons found on or under the desert floor. They often
store water in the blown-out shells of ostrich eggs. The San languages are notable
for a number of distinctive features, including click click sounds. These Bushmen
live in huts built from local materials the frame is made of branches, and the roof is
thatched with long grass.
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This animal is called a
ground squirrel. It lives
in the Kalahari desert.

This little creature is called a Jerboa. It
has large ears to protect himself and to
cool him down. Cute huh?

This slimy frog is called the desert tree
frog. As soon as it rains it quickly lays its
eggs and its tadpoles can survive in tiny
bits of water.

This cute animal is a kangaroo rat. It
does not have any protection except to
hide.
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This scary reptile is a bearded dragon.
They live in the Australian out back.

This is an arctic hare. (it is molting in
this picture that’s why it looks so
ugly)

This ugly thing is a cicada and is very
aggressive . They live in groups. It
lives in the Gobi desert.

This bird is a arctic tern and it lives in
the arctic. It keeps itself warm with its
feathers

This fluffy animal is an arctic fox.
They live in the arctic desert.

This dog is a dingo. It is VERY dangerous and it lives in the Australian
out back.
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When the sun gets too hot the little
Fennec fox rushes into its burrow to
cool itself down. It also uses its ears
to cool himself down. His ears have
veins in them so when the wind blows
on his ears it cools the blood down
which cools him down.

The kangaroo cools himself down by
scraping away all the hot sand and
lying in the cool sand. They also lick
their forearms which cools their blood
and makes them cool.

The little Jerboa doesn't even come
out during the hot day so he stays
cool that way.
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The Bedouin people are people who
live in the Sahara and Arabian desert.
They keep themselves cool by building a shelter.

The sidewinder snake doesn't put its
whole body on the sand it only
touches little bits at a time. Also during the hottest times of the day it will
bury itself in the cool sand

The leopard finds any kind of Kalahari tree to lie in to keep himself cool.
That way he can also spot prey.
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Day in the desert

Day in the desert is very hot. It can reach up to
77ºc. Most of the animals hide and sleep during
the day, but some of them come out during the
early morning. The sand sometimes gets so hot
that it can burn your feet badly. If you don't
have eye protection you can be blinded by the reflection of the sun on the sand. The hotter it gets
the dryer it gets.
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night in the desert

Night in the desert is very cold. Most of the mammals come out at night to find food. You get condensation at night, sometimes the bedoins or the
bushmen put out a container and condensation
builds up in that and they can drink it.
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Desert plants

This is a quiver tree. It is indigineous to Namibia and it grows there. It
can reach a hight of 9 metres. The quiver tree stores water in its
trunk. It can easily reach 300 years old and only has flowers for the
first time in 20-30 years. The quiver trees wood is very light and
squishy inside . It got its name by the san using it to make quivers.

This plant is the Saguaro cactus and grows to 18m tall. The woodpecker
eats the frot parts of it and nests in it.
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This is the barrel cactus. It grows in deserts. You get the chain
fruit from it. you can recognize the barrel cactus from other
cacti. It can easily grow to man size. It has rings of yellow ,green or red blossoms at the top.

This pretty flower is the desert rose. It does not bear fruit. It
is found in the Sahara desert. It does not really have a
smell.
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In an oasis is the only place you will get fresh water in a desert. Every desert has an oasis somewhere even if it is
tiny. Every oasis has water and food (plants).
Oases are formed from underground rivers or, where water can reach the surface naturally by pressure or by man
made wells. Occasional flash floods provide bottomless water to sustain natural oases. Any incidence of water is
then used by migrating birds who also pass seeds with their droppings which will grow at the water's edge forming
an oasis.
An oasis is an isolated area of vegetation in a desert typically surrounding a spring or similar water source. Oases
also provide habitat for animals and even humans if the area is big enough.
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The Saharan oasis

The crescent oasis in the Gobi desert

The Sonoran oasis

The kalaharian oasis

The mojavian oasis

Great sandy oasis

Atacaman oasis

Its almost sad how people are turning oases into lodges and
holiday places. Yes its beautiful but there are only so many
oases in the world and people are acting like there are thousands. It makes you wonder why?
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The Playa is a very dry desert and there is almost
no water. It is the parched land of a desert. It
also may have been a wadi.

Rain in the desert is very scarce and when it does rain it
doesent rain for long. So animals and insects have to
make do with what there is.
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The only water in the desert
that is not rain water is in the
oasis. The oasis water is almost pure.

Around the coast of the Sahara
desert they will get a little bit
of water from the sea. And sometimes shipwrecks.
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How to survive in the desert.

When you live or visit the
desert you have to have
some shade , even if it is a
blanket.

You should have some kind
of weapon incase a dangerous is trying to attack you.

You must have water
At least every 20 mins
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This is a list of things you need
Some kind of shade.
Sun tan lotion
Sunglasses

A hat and bandannah
Warm clothes and cool
Sandals and boots
Snake first aid kit
water
Food (a long life kind)
Covers or some kind of sheet to keep you
warm at night
deodorant
Toilet paper and a bucket

